HAHN - Richard L., of Moriches, on January 31, 2022. Eminent scientist emeritus at Brookhaven National Laboratory. Formerly of Oak Ridge, TN. Beloved husband of Sheila Hahn. Devoted father of Sharyn Hahn (Steven Beck), Jill Hahn (the late Andrew McAfee), and Pamela Hahn (Michael Feigin). Cherished grandfather of Emma (Allison), Sara, Jordan, Rachel, Becky, Elie, and Hadar. Loving brother-in-law of Steven Thomas (Melne Thomas, Gabriel) and Dominic Ricciotti (the late Barbara). Virtual funeral service February 9th; for information, email RLHfuneral2922@gmail.com. In lieu of flowers, remembrances may be made to Long Island Science Center’s programs for children’s science education (https://www.science-centerli.org/campaigns-1).